
If a PLM systems is not used, multiple programs, people and complex processes will be required.

The naval shipyard also wanted a software solution that would enable and promote collaboration and  
communication to increase productivity and reduce errors. As well, the software had to have a visual method  
for approvals, planning and displaying the impacts of change before they happened. This would allow concurrent 
engineering and planning. 

    

CASE STUDY: 3D CAD - PLM Integration

A major naval shipyard was driven by competitive demand to significantly reduce cost in operations

About The Shipyard
One of SSI’s clients is a major builder of ships for the United States Government. With 11,000 employees and a shipyard 
encompassing 800 acres, this naval shipyard builds complex ships for the United States Navy.

Cost Cutting Pressure
The US Government is moving to fixed price contracts rather than cost-plus. This has driven the client to seek major  
efficiencies in operations. 

Integrated PLM is the key to savings
The naval shipyard identified that a PLM solution integrated with its CAD/CAM program would be a significant driver of 
savings. This was because a powerful PLM system that leveraged design and engineering information would be a central 
repository of data and would allow for greater control. It would eliminate the need for multiple programs, databases and 
Excel files that the company had been using for management. This would be an improvement because the existing  
programs were not integrated with each other and multiple support staff were required to administer the complexity.
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Change Management: Planning in 3D
Perhaps most exciting of all is the ability to plan in 3D. The SSI/Aras solution now lets the client visualize 
ShipConstructor data in 3D using Autodesk Navisworks. Within the same interface, the client can edit and 
plan with the Aras Innovator PLM system. The naval shipyard can configure the system to show visually how 
the design has changed over time. Planners can find out more information and then plan accordingly. This a 
powerful tool for change management.

Visual Planning with access to PLM and CAD data

Concurrent Engineering
Because of the interconnection between Aras Innovator and ShipConstructor, the naval shipyard can start 3D 
planning before detailed 2D production drawings are even completed. This is an example of true concurrent 
engineering. Because the planners can visualize the information in 3D, they can give feedback to modelers 
and draftsmen. This improves design for production which increases both efficiency and quality.

Fast Implementation
Most PLM implementations take years to implement. The SSI/Aras solution was implemented in nine months.  
The client was grateful that they were able to quickly put the solution into operation and immediately  
see benefits.

For more information,  
contact an SSI Representative
ssi.today/navalcasestudy  

PLM made for Shipbuilding: Agile and Flexible
But even though the client knew a PLM system was needed, they 
realized that not just any PLM system would do. Most PLM programs 
were originally designed for automotive manufacturing and are not 
appropriate for shipbuilding. 

Solution: Open Architecture PLM and CAD programs 
Therefore, having analyzed the naval shipyard’s needs, shipbuilding 
experts from SSI recommended that the client select software that 
was designed with an open architecture platform and that had  
both flexibility and agility. The solution was to integrate SSI’s  
ShipConstructor CAD/CAM software with the ARAS Innovator  
PLM system using SSI’s EnterprisePlatform product. This  
integration has the following advantages..

Agile
The SSI/Aras solution is agile. In other words, it can be implemented 
incrementally. This is important because unlike in the auto industry 
where a new line of car can mean a new factory, staff, programs and 
processes, in shipbuilding you have to work with what you already 
have. As the client adds and improves programs and processes,  
they will want to be able to build on top of their existing PLM  
implementation. Furthermore, when the underlying PLM program 
is updated, the naval shipyard will be able to implement the latest 
features without losing any of their existing configurations. They will 
not have to “rip and replace” everything. Their PLM implementation 
will be resilient. 

Flexible
Another key point it that the SSI / Aras solution is capable of  
handling how ships are actually designed and built. Unfortunately, 
most PLM systems try to force shipbuilders to work as if they  
are building a series of cars. But shipbuilding is not discrete  
manufacturing. A ship is not just a collection of assemblies. You  
also have to look at groups of assemblies (a unit) and then groups  
of units (a block) when planning how a ship will go together. Aras  
Innovator has the necessary flexibility to be configured that way.

The Result:  
 

Being Right
The SSI/Aras solution ensures that exactly the right information is sent at the right time to the right people. This is crucial at 
every stage of shipbuilding. For instance, when a plate is cut, the naval shipyard needed confidence that the right CNC code 
has been sent to the right machine which matched the right nest information. The SSI/Aras solution ensures this level of 
accuracy all down the line.

Only What is Needed
Different people require different data. Purchasing needs information on the “green” area of plates but manufacturing needs 
to focus on the actual engineering dimensions. The SSI/Aras solution provides people exactly the information they need. 
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